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Are you looking for ways to renew your interest in Asian Dishes?Would you like to try out “Wok
Cooking” and discover its unique and multicultural flavors in your home kitchen?Maybe you
would like to cook your own Chinese food without gallons of grease and used oil that your local
Chinese restaurants use?If you answered “Yes” to at least one of these questions, please read
on…I remember sitting at a restaurant about a decade ago. It was a luxury Chinese restaurant in
Hong Kong.At one moment, one of the cooks turned his pan into a giant fireball, and I was
shocked……I have never seen someone cooking on fire at a restaurant before. Later on, I
figured out that that chef was cooking with a tool called “the Wok” and how powerful and
multifunctional it is.For the last 7-8 years, it’s been my best friend in the kitchen and outside. And
I was using it more often than any other kitchen tool out there. So that’s the story of how I began
using it.Just recently, about a year ago, I decided to share the recipes and the ideas I’ve been
collecting over the years with others who want to find out the secrets of Chinese cooking from
the comfort of their own home or just enjoy healthy and delicious Asian Foood.Take a look at
what’s inside:What is “Wok,” and why some people call it “the most multifunctional kitchen tool
you can find?”Cooking techniques you will use for “Wok Cooking” (don’t worry, they are so easy
and fast to implement that you won’t even need to watch a video for that)Over 300 Tradition and
Modern Chinese recipes for your favorite home cooking (super-fast, fast, and slow-cooking
recipes included)Dumbling, Vegetarian, and Fish Recipes – these traditional Chinese meals will
make you lick your fingersAre you a fan of meat? Here are the most “Mouth--Watering” Chicken,
Beef, Pork, Lamb, and Duck Recipes for you and your whole familyNoodle, Rice, and Sweet
recipes to keep you full during the day so you don’t get hungry in between main courses (some
of them you can cook in less than 7 minutes!)Detailed cooking instructions, nutrition values, and
serving sizes included (everything you need to make your cooking more accessible, faster, and
effective every single time)Much much more…And keep in mind that even if you don’t have any
cooking experience, don’t worry. This book will teach you everything you need and help you
discover the secrets of the most amazing Asian Flavors!So don’t wait, scroll up, click on “Buy
Now,” and Enjoy!



Wok Cookbook for Beginners300+ TRADITIONAL AND MODERN CHINESE RECIPES FOR
STIR-FRYING, STEAMING, DEEP-FRYING, AND SMOKING WITH THE MOST VERSATILE
TOOL IN THE KITCHEN  
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Tomato Stew105.Sweet & Sour Fried Fish on the Bone106.Sweet & Spicy Baked Salmon
Steak107.Lemon Honey-Ginger Glazed Baked Salmon108.Extra Spicy Fish head109.Sweet
Fish Balls110.Braised Fish Head And Bean CurdChapter 7: Chicken and Duck
Recipes111.Sweet Chicken Popcorn112.The Best Chinese Chicken Broth113.Chicken Noodle
Bowl114.Chinese White Cut Chicken115.Chinese Chicken And Cashew Dish116.Baked Sweet
And Sour Chicken117.Traditional Soy Seared Duck Breast118.Spicy Sweet Chicken
Cubes119.Chicken Skin And Shrimp Pasta Soup120.Chicken Feet With Healthy Nuts121.Coca-
Cola Ginger Sticky Chicken Wings122.Asian BBQ Chicken Drumstick123.Simple Chicken And
Mushroom Soup124.Crisp Roast Duck125.Duck Breast Stir-Fry126.Homemade Duck
Sauce127.Easy Chinese Pan Seared Duck Breast128.Chicken And Veggies Wrap129.Dried
Chili Stir-Fry Chicken130.Chicken And Wild Shitake Mushroom131.Teriyaki Marinated Pan-
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Beef143.Beef Noodles Cake144.Chili Beef, Broccoli, and Oyster Sauce145.Honey Beef
Noodles146.Chili And Lime Steak Salad147.Beef And Bok Choy148.Spicy Beef, Shiitake, And
Aubergine Stir-Fry149.Beef Curry150.Beef And Aubergine Sauce151.Beef, Mangetout, And
Peanuts152.Mongolian Beef153.Beef And Broccoli154.Beef In Oyster Sauce155.Chinese
Pepper Steak156.Beef Stew And Potatoes157.Sweet And Sticky Crispy Beef
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Noodles With Eggs And Greens242.Crispy Pan-Fried Noodles With Gravy243.Spicy Sichuan
Noodles With Eggplant244.Shrimp Noodle Soup245.Parmesan Chicken Noodles246.Lemon
Chow Cheddar Noodle247.Mutton Fry Noodles248.White Scallop Noodles249.Mushroom-
Peanut Butter NoodleChapter 12: Chinese Rice Recipes250.Chinese Chicken Fried
Rice251.Chinese Fried Rice252.Chinese Pineapple Rice253.Chinese Mushroom Soup With
Brown Rice254.Chinese Lentil Rice255.Chinese Aubergine Rice Dish And Potatoes256.Pilaf
With Pineapple And Cashew Nuts257.Asian Tomato Rice258.Chinese Rice In Green Tea With
Salmon259.Chinese Seafood Fried Rice260.Chinese Fish Soup With Rice261.Chinese
Steamed Glutinous Rice262.Chicken Congee263.Chinese Rice With Egg And
Chicken264.Yeung Chow Fried Rice265.Chinese Diced Pork On Crackling Rice266.Lamb And
Apricot Pilaf267.Asian Mango And Sticky Rice268.Asian Black Rice Dessert269.Date And Rice
Pudding270.Middle Eastern Rice With Meat And Chickpeas271.Chinese Braised Saffron
Rice272.Capsicum Stuffed With Lamb And Rice273.Asian Veal And Rice Casserole274.Pork
Congee275.Chinese Rice Pudding With Peas And Bacon276.Braised Rice With Bolognese
Sauce277.Riz Melba (Rice And Peach Dessert)Chapter 13: Chinese Sweet Recipes278.Ginger
And Pumpkin Torta279.Creamy Strawberry Torta280.Vanilla Durazno281.Rice-Water Sesame
Balls282.Red Pâte De Haricots283.Vanilla-Coated Walnuts284.Golden Sesame285.Walnut
Frito En Aceite286.Pineapple-Banana Cake287.Fruity Gelatin288.Fortune Vanilla289.Vanilla
Galleta De Avena290.Buttery Vanilla291.Chinese Tarta De Crema Pastelera292.Vanilla Peanut
Butter Fudge293.Vanilla Oatmeal Cookies294.Vanilla Fortune Cookies295.Fruit
Gelatin296.Baked Pineapple And Banana297.Deep-Fried Walnut298.Sweetened Sesamum-
Seed299.Vanilla Walnut Cookies300.Red Beans Paste301.Sweetened Sesame Seed
Balls302.Vanilla Peach Cobbler303.Creamy Strawberry Pie304.Ginger Pumpkin
Pie305.Chinese Milk Custard TartsConclusion

Introduction“The art of Chinese cooking,” says Master James WeiWhen the word WOK cooking
is mentioned, most people always visualize a big WOK wielded above an intense flame by a



chef. One also envisions Chinese comfort food when the Wok is mentioned, and you don't blame
them because the Chinese and the Asians are known for using Wok to prepare healthy meals.It
is believed that people suffer various health conditions due to their lack of eating clean and
healthy, so one of the best ways to correctly manage your health is by eating good stir-fry meals
from Wok.WOK was used in the olden days by our aged parents and if you can recall the taste of
the food prepared then and now are very different. When you think about those comfort foods
you ate in time past, some images accompany your thoughts, including the picture of you and
your family sitting and eating together in the comfort of your home.While it is true that it is a
mystery how the Asian chefs prepare all their ingredients with ease, some of the chefs today
don't have the time to craft their meals with Wok meticulously. However, WOK stir-frying
happens to be one of the best and easiest ways of preparing your meal, and the best part is, the
taste you get from meals prepared with a wok is heavenly. Furthermore, meals prepared using a
wok has their Nutritional Information: intact. Maybe that is why our parents lived longer without
any complicated health issues. In recent times, you get to see people suffering from obesity,
heart diseases, etc. and when you ask the cause of such illness, what you get most of the time is
cholesterol. Most people try to keep fit by skipping meals, which becomes detrimental to their
health at the end of the day. However, you can be confident that you will begin to eat healthily
and stay healthy with a wok.If this is your first time wanting to use a wok, you can start with the
Chinese Wok because it is deep and comes in a bowl-like shape, and it makes sure that your
ingredients remain in the middle, which is at the point where the heat is more concentrated. This
WOK cookbook for beginners introduces you to healthy, nutritious, and easy-to-prepare wok
recipes, especially if your first time using a WOK. However, before we jump into the tools needed
to prepare meals with a wok, let us show you how to care for your Wok as a beginner. How To
Care For Your WokTo keep your Wok in good condition and ready for use all the time, you need
to put some simple and essential tips into practice. As a beginner, you need to get a new wok,
and every new Wok will need oil to develop continuously until they get to their seasoned layer.
So instead of doing a lot of poaching, it will be better to do more stir-frying.Ensure your Wok is
well heated before adding oil, so your food doesn't stick to the Wok. You can start by making
some excellent popcorn with your peanut oil. Also, ensure you don't wash your Wok with soap;
use warm water to rinse it when you are done using it and use a soft sponge or brush to wipe
it.You should never scrub your wok with any abrasive or hard object, but you can wash the outer
layer if it is dirty? As a beginner, after rinsing your WOK, you can place it on it to dry up, but if
your WOK isn't new, you can wipe it, but be sure that water isn't left in it, so it doesn't
rust. Cooking with a WOK isn't as difficult as you think and caring for it is also not difficult. You
need to use it often so that the seasoned layer can be developed and if you can't use it often,
then rub some peanut oil in it before storing it. This cookbook will bring lots of cooking pleasure
to you and various recipes that you can enjoy preparing with your WOK. With the recipes in this
book, you can never get tired of using your WOK, so keep reading further while we bring you
many exciting recipes. Chinese CookingAs time passes, Chinese cooking becomes even better



and tastier, and everyone is eager to learn the tricks and tips of their cooking style. If you grew
up in America and have always loved the various Chinese meals you eat there, then chances
are, you night nit find such tasty Chinese meal in China itself.In the 80s, some Chinese workers
moved over to California for some work or, let's say, greener pastures, and most of them came
from the rural area where they loved to cook. In the spirit of making money, some of them
decided to open Chinese restaurants to provide their colleagues with their meals' same taste
and flavor.These immigrants were not trained, they only used their little knowledge to provide
good food to their counterparts, but that little act of theirs has given birth to the rise of so many
other Chinese restaurants in America and all over the world today. However, due to the recent
happenings around the world, most people dread going out to have their meals, which is why we
have decided not to bring you recipes but to let you in on the techniques and tips you can use
while cooking your favorite Chinese meal. Cooking a Chinese meal in the comfort of your own
comes with different styles, which will be listed below.Stir-Frying Stir-frying is one of the most
important and famous Chinese cooking techniques, and it is safe to say it is also very tricky to
master because being successful in it means you have to have all the ingredients ready and
measured out as a good source of heat. One of the advantages of the stir-fried meal is the fact
that it can be cooked within a space of a few minutes.Furthermore, you get to stir-fry your meals
with just a little oil, and its flavors will be retained. You also need to ensure that any stir-fried meal
is not greasy or overcooked. Once your ingredients for stir-frying are ready, the next thing you
need to do is heat your Wok until it is scorching, then add your oil. This way, your food will not
stick, and it will heat up evenly. The best oil for your Wok is vegetable oil because it absorbs heat
properly without burning.Once you heat the oil, use a spatula to spread it over the surface of the
Wok, and you need to ensure your work is well heated to the point that it is almost smoky before
you put in your other ingredients. However, if you wish to flavor your oil, when it is smoky hot,
add your garlic, onions, or any different flavor to the heated oil, toss for a few seconds before
removing it and putting in your ingredients.Once you have added your ingredients, begin to stir-
fry using your spatula, move the food in the Wok and be careful not to let it stick too much in the
Wok. You can also add your cornflour to make a thick sauce, but before this is done, you can
bring your Wok down from heat to avoid getting lumps. Stir-frying makes cooking more
uncomplicated than you think. BlanchingBlanching is also another way the Chinese prepare
their meals. Blanching is the process of putting your food into a bowl of hot water or into oil that
is moderate for just a few minutes and cooks very briefly. You can call it a process of softening
meals to prepare your meals for the final cooking.For example, you can blanch your chicken
after it has been velveted in either oil or water; even your meat can be blanched to get rid of the
unwanted Fat: and gristle to get the clean taste and appearance you need. It is prevalent to
blanch vegetables in water in most cases, especially those hard veggies like carrots and
broccoli.To blanch the veggies, you need to put the veggies inside a pot of boiling water for just a
few minutes, then you remove it, drain and place in cold water for another few minutes. However,
when blanching, be careful not to overcook your meals, and trust the process; it will make your



cooking less stressful and timely. PoachingPoaching has to do with gently simmering your food
until it is half cooked. Once you are done poaching, you can now place your poached meals into
the soup or meal and complete your cooking process. In most cases, foods such as chicken and
eggs are always simmered. Deep-FryingAnother way of Chinese cooking is deep-frying. Asides
from the Chinese, most individuals use the deep-frying technique, which is a crucial cooking
technique. The trick about deep-frying is regulating the heat to seal the surface of the food but
ensure it is not quickly brown because there is every tendency that it might not be adequately
cooked inside. Deep-fried meals should not be greasy even though the process has to do with
oil. TheChinese use a wok for deep-frying, and it doesn't need too much oil like the regular deep
fryer. However, as a beginner, it might be challenging for you to use the Wok to deep-fry;
however, if you do insist on using it, you should be on standby to monitor it. To deep-fry, ensure
the oil is hot enough, and you can throw a slice of onion into the oil to be sure it is hot, and then
reduce the heat before deep-frying so it doesn't smoke or overheat. Understandably, oil could
splatter on you while frying, so to avoid such, ensure you dry the food you are about to fry
appropriately with a paper towel. If you had to marinate the food, remove it from the marinade
and drain it before frying. Ensure the batter drips off before you fry if you are frying batter.
Furthermore, the oil you used in deep-frying can be kept to be used again, just put it in a jar and
seal until when next you are ready to use it again. But note that you can only use the oil about
twice before it loses its potency. Shallow FryingThis is sautéing but with a little more oil than stir-
frying. It requires a little oil, and whatever you are frying in is first fried on one side before turning
to the other side. In most cases of shallow frying, the excess oil is drained, and then you can
decide to fry your sauce in the same pan—however, shallow-frying needs a frying pan and not a
wok. After shallow-frying in your pan, you can then transfer whatever you fried to your Wok to
complete your cooking process. Slow-Simmering And SteepingWhen it comes to slow-
simmering, food is absorbed in liquid, cooked until it is almost boiling, then the heat is reduced,
and the food is allowed to simmer until it gets to your desired degree of doneness. This
technique is used mostly when you want to prepare your stock. While steeping, you let the food
absorb the liquid while it simmers for a certain time; then, you turn off the heat and allow the heat
in the pan to finish the cooking for you. Braising And Red BraisingThis method is most
commonly used on challenging meat pieces and some veggies. Typically, the food is browned
before being placed in a stock that has been prepared with seasonings and spices. Simply said,
red braising is the process of braising food in a dark liquid, like your soy sauce.This imparts a
flavor to food that has been cooked in a dark liquid, such as soy sauce. As a result, the meal
turns a reddish-brown color, hence the method's name. This form of braising sauce can be
frozen and used again. It may be re-used many times and gets better with each
usage.SteamingAnother Chinese cooking technique is steaming your food. Steaming food
means you have to cook the meal in a moist heat that will circulate freely and let your food cook
carefully. If you want to bring out the flavors in your meal, then steaming the meal is the best way.
Most people steam things like meat and fish to absorb the taste. The Chinese chefs mainly use



bamboo steamers in a wok, but in the absence of bamboo steamers, you could use any other
type of steamer you have. If you are using a bamboo steamer in a wok, put water in the Wok and
let it boil, then place your food item in the steamer and place the steamer in the Wok with boiling
water, cover the steamer and let the food steam until it is cooked.You can also use your Wok as
a steamer by placing a rack in the Wok with boiling water, placing your food on a plate, and
place on the shelf in the Wok and steam. You can also use a roasting pan as a steamer, so you
don't need to worry too much if you don't have a bamboo steamer. RoastingSince most Chinese
homes lack an oven, they mostly roast, which is done in commercial premises. Food is roasted
in enormous metal drum-shaped ovens about 5ft tall and uses charcoal as fuel. Inside the oven,
the food is hung on hooks. The objective is to heat all of the food's surface area, resulting in a
crisp exterior coating with a moist interior. By placing food on a rack in a roasting pan and
allowing the hot air from the oven to circulate it, you can emulate the Chinese
method.BarbecuingBarbeque is not common among the Chinese, but it is another roasting
method. Meats and marinated fish are placed on the barbeque and roasted over your charcoal
fire. However, there are new types of barbeque stand everywhere in recent times, and
barbequed meals are always delicious. Reheating MealsSteaming is one of the most significant
ways to reheat food since it warms it without overcooking it or drying it out. For example, you get
to reheat your soups and braise your foods by bringing the liquid to a simmer but not boiling.
Please remove it from the stove as soon as it reaches a high temperature to avoid
overcooking.Twice CookingAs the name implies, you get to stir-fry and simmer simultaneously.
Twice-cooking is always done if the texture of the food needs to be changed and flavor infused
into the meal. It is also used to ensure meals that are difficult to cook are adequately managed. 
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Gayla, “eat healthily and stay healthy with a wok.. This book will provide you with over 300
traditional Chinese recipes that can be made in a WOK. Are you bored with your meals? Want to
try something different? Traditional Chinese food is fresh, fun, simple and healthy. Why not get a
wok and give the recipes in this book a try”

A D, “Get more out of your wok. I just love Chinese food so I purchased a wok and this cookbook
to help me bring the Chinese cuisine I love into my house. I can't wait to work my way through
the over 300 recipes to stir fry, steam, deep fry and smoke some delicious meals. I look for to
explain chapter 13 Chinese sweet recipes.”

Amanda Lynn, “Learning how to use a wok. I have always wanted to learn how to use and wok.
This has been a great book for me to learn how to use it properly. My husband and I love
Chinese food so it's been a blast learning how to make our favorites at home. There is three
hundred different recipes to try and we may end up trying to make them all.”

matt greenway, “Detailed. Very comprehensive and detailed. Easy to follow. Negative: Not in
color”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Tasty Recipes. Delightful recipes and full of flavour”

Karen Ferguson, “Wok recipes of every kind. Well written cookbook with a great variety of
recipes to cook n your wok. The author has included how to care for your wok and tools and
techniques you need to know. I look forward to trying more of these recipes but with over 300 to
try, it may take a while! Recommended.”

The book by Brian White has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 33 people have provided feedback.
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